Oneida County Scouting Report
September 6th, 2018
Weather: For the week ending on September 2nd Running total of GDD,s base 50 starting

May
1st as of the 2nd of Sept for corn = 2285, 6th highest GDD accumulation at this point for the 23 years we have recorded this information.
Rainfall total for the month of April was 2.66” , May was 2.36” , June—3.36” , 4.19” in July , 4.45” in August,

Cropping activities: Some growers were in fields taking third or fourth cut of hay ,
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Crop Conditions:
Hay
This year there may have been a number of
stresses on your alfalfa stands: heat and drought
stress, potato leaf hopper and aphid injury, short
cutting cycles and now we are getting close to
our killing frost.
As you can see in the chart to the right the timing of hay harvest in the fall and time of killing
frost can impact the amount of root reserves
your plants have going into winter.
With all of the additional stresses on our alfalfa
stands this year we need to be more cognizant of
the timing of fall harvest.
Also check soil test results especially pH and
potassium levels and consider making applications of potassium or lime this fall if needed.
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Time to evaluate your forage inventory: Most grower s repor ted aver age yields
to below average for first cut, definitely below average for second cut and a lite
3rd cut. Many of you will take a 4th cut this year and some will be taking a 5th cut.
Let one cutting go to full flower to help build up root reserves.
Most corn fields were planted in a timely fashion this year even though we didn't
necessarily have the best conditions which is a testament to your hard work and
good management. Most fields looked very good in spite of the dry weather. Well
needed rain occurred as the corn crop pollinated which will be very helpful to ear
production. The dry conditions in the early part of the season has affected the overall size of the plants probably reducing corn silage tonnage per acre. Dry conditions are associated with lower lignin so I would predict better digestibility of this
years crop compared to last year. Timely rain during pollination and if continued
for the rest of the growing season could support good grain yields that could promote good energy levels.
It is important to take a moment to make some estimates of forage inventories
now. To give yourself some time to develop a plan to obtain additional forage
if necessary.

Current corn conditions
Many fields of early planted grain corn is fully dented from 1/3 to 1/2
milkline now (9/3/18). Adjacent fields of longer season corn planted for
silage harvest range from full milk to just beginning to dent. Light disease pressure this season (details on the next page).
Grain maturity cannot be used to estimate whole plant moisture this
year! Get a sample when ears are full dent and check for moisture.
Western bean cutworm I am finding mor e wester n bean cutwor m
as I scout corn fields now (9-3-18). Only finding a few in any given
field except in a very few locations.
Check a few of your own fields and let me know if you see any. You
can see entrance holes in the sides of your ear husks or you may find
them feeding at the ear tips

Dry Down Day
We have scheduled a dry down day at the Richardson farm 5959
skinner rd. in Vernon next Monday September 10th from 11-2.
Harvest 10 representative plants from your field at your harvest
height in the morning and bring them down to Richardsons. Leave
them and we will process them and do the dry matter using microwaves and report results back to you. Tie the bundle of plants using
baling twine and attach one of the slips below.
Name: _______________________________________ Cell number_____________________________________________
Location of field (town)____________________________________
Corn Hybrid______________________________________________
Date planted_____________________________________________
Dry matter_______________________________________________ (we will fill this in)

Name: _______________________________________ Cell number_____________________________________________
Location of field (town)____________________________________
Corn Hybrid______________________________________________
Date planted_____________________________________________
Dry matter_______________________________________________ (we will fill this in)

Common Corn diseases found in our area
Identified northern corn leaf blight in two fields this week (9-3-18). Also found northern corn leaf spot in a few fields.

The infection was slight and corn was dough to early dent stage and therefore would not be an economic problem.
This is a good time to scout your fields for common diseases and make a note which fields have what diseases. The benefit of
recording diseases that you see in your fields is being able to add that into the conversation with your seed dealer.
Northern corn leaf spot many times has the appear ance of a series of spots in a line (string of pearls) as
shown in the picture to the right.
 Occurs more often in no-till systems
 Favored by high humidity and warm weather
 Race 3 most prevalent in NY
 Spores can over winter in crop residue
 Look for good hybrids that have high resistance to
race 3

Northern corn leaf blight is identified by its cigar shaped lesions and can be found in our ar ea on susceptible hybr ids (like
BMR) usually in the later part of the season.
One farmer in Kirkland said that he saw some lesions on the
lower leaves in a field in Clinton.
Infection has to be in the upper leaves soon after pollination to
cause economic losses.

Eyespot is another disease that can be found in some cor n
field in the county near the end of the season. It is not really considered an economic problem

Gray leaf spot is not usually a pr oblem in our ar ea
although it is found in southern NY and in the Hudson
valley fairly regularly. The lesions of gray leaf spot are
more rectangular. Northern corn leaf blight lesions are
more cigar shaped. The recent storms we experienced
have originated from our south and may bring inoculum into our area this year.

Corn Ear Development and Silage Harvest
The pictures below are of corn ears from local fields. Most ears are at full milk to
dough stage now in fields that were planted to full season hybrids for silage harvest. Some fields planted with shorter season varieties for grain production are beginning to dent now. Remember that ear maturity can be used as a starting point to
estimate when to take samples for whole plant dry matter determination but should
not be relied upon for timing harvest. It has been an exceptionally dry season and
whole plant moistures will be lower then expected at any particular ear stage.
Full season 100+ day corn planted for silage harvest just starting to dent pictured on the right

90-95 day corn hybrid planted for grain harvest in
full dent with 1/2 milkline pictured below
Pictures taken 9-3-18

Weed Escapes in corn
Starting to note weed escapes in parts of local corn fields including horsenettle, field bindweed, giant foxtail, and fall panicum.
Also seeing spots of velvetleaf, pigweed, pokeweed and hemp dogbane in soybean fields.

Pokeweed
Curly dock

Dandelion

Field Horsetail

Horsenettle
Hedge bindweed

velvetleaf

Yellow nutsedge perennial

Wild parsnip biennial

Lambsquarter broadleaf annual

Curly dock broadleaf perennial

Common pigweed broadleaf annual

Small Grains
Famers are focusing their attention on establishing cover crops in harvested wheat fields and planning for wheat planting after soybean harvest.

Summer
Cover crops
Summer cover crops If you have fields that can be planted to a cover cr op in August you have many mor e choices then if
you are planting after harvesting a full season crop. You need to decide what your goals are when selecting the cover crop. You
can plant a legume like red or crimson clover with the intent of amassing some nitrogen for a crop that you will plant next year.
You could plant oats to provide a fall cover/winter cover to prevent erosion that would not have to be terminated next spring. A
forage radish or turnip could be planted to help provide erosion control, weed control and surface soil compaction relief. You can
look up other alternatives at the Cornell cover crop decision tool on line: http://covercrop.org/

Forage turnip

Mustard

Buckwheat

Red clover

Oats

Rye grain

Soybeans
Local early planted soybeans are now between R6and R7
between full pod and beginning maturity





Have found frog eye leaf spot in a few fields
Two fields with significant areas of white mold
Some short season beans 0.9s starting to turn
Most fields have many pods fully filled… looks like
good yields this season

Frogeye leaf spot is mor e common in local fields this year . J ust observing it now (9-3-18) so no impact on yield. Can over winter in crop
debris. Most important to make a note what fields have it and next time
you plant soybeans look for resistance.

Potassium deficiency identified by
by yellowing of the leaf tip and margins which can be brought on by a
reduced root system and low K soil
levels. Saw this in a field in Deansboro this week. Picture on right

Phytopthora root rot I haven't obser ved this disease in any significant areas in our area before. This is a disease that is associated with wet
conditions so usually associated with low spots in the landscape where water pools or in areas with impeded drainage in heavy compacted soils.
I didn't expect to see this given the dry season we have experienced. Duh…
how quickly I forgot about our cool wet spring. This disease got started
then, took a nap and was kick started by our recent rain. The only management is selecting varieties with resistance and correcting the wetness in the
field. Saw this in some fields in Kirkland this week Pictures on the left.
General wilting of the plant , yellowing of leaves, tan color of the root.
White mold I haven't seen any white mold in soybeans yet but you
should be looking for it. Usually you will note small areas of plants that
seem to be senescing earlier then the rest of the field. Look for the white
fluffy mold and black sclerotia.

Look for these weeds as you do your field work
Some have been found to be glyphosate resistant
Amaranth Pigweed Family

Marestail in local field of soybeans
Water Hemp

Giant ragweed

First identification of glyphosate resistant water
hemp in soybean fields in Trenton area. A reminder
that each of these weeds can produce from 100,000 to
200,000 seeds per plant. It is very important to remove every one of these weeds before seed production.

